
Looking for a Mega team for a Mega event? 

CAROLINA BALLOONS &

CONFETTI
Serving the Sports Industry
Since 1990

No event is too big,

is too large No venue  

You just found one



“When we are hosting thousands of visitors from across the nation, we

decorate the Coliseum with Carolina Balloons,” 

Matt Brown, Greensboro Coliseum Complex

Carolina Balloons is the type of family businesses that other businesses love to get back to.

Our clients know our kids' names, and we know there’s. But when it comes to “balloon-decor

money-time” we fight for the perfect execution like the most ambitious athlete in the room.

Nothing but 10, 10, 10. 

We are fanatic on color matching. We excel in end to end execution that doesn’t leave a

part of the hall untouched. We add color to any sporting event so that the memories of

everyone involved would always spot on.



We understand the complexity of running a
big Church event. Your schedule is always

adhered to and respected. 

But don’t take our word for it. Check out what else
Matt said about us:

“Carolina Balloon and Confetti has done an outstanding
job for us decorating events including ACC and NCAA

basketball tournaments and U.S. Figure Skating
Championships. They are a key member of our

‘Tournament Town’ team, always helping to make sure
Greensboro and the coliseum 

complex look its best.”

Matt Brown, Greensboro Coliseum Complex 
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“From the first time working with Carolina Balloon and Decor over 10 years ago, I

knew we had a team that was dedicated to his craft and we've never once been

disappointed. They are my "balloon guys" and I'd never consider going anywhere 

else for the needs of our huge New Year's Eve celebrations. When you have over

12000 people ready to party...well, you wanna make sure everything goes according

to plan. Kris and his team at Carolina Balloon and Confetti will take your event to

new heights and bring ideas to the table you may not have considered. They'll help

make it memorable for everyone involved.”

"We love using Carolina Balloon and Confetti for our events at Wake Forest - their

team is reliable, friendly, and efficient. Even amidst COVID-19 hurdles, they were

flexible and patient and never compromised our experience. We're grateful for their

partnership and definitely have our go-to source for any of our upcoming 

decoration needs!" 

Pete Schroth, The Avett Brothers

Corey Tanner, Wake Forest University Athletics



Founded by Kris Blankenship, Carolina Balloons, in 1986.

We were always passionate about bigger events.

Transforming empty huge halls into colorful spaces that

feels exciting and makes everyone feel this day is specia

Having us as your Balloon Decor supplier in your
events means you don’t have to do ANYTHING decor-
wise anymore. We handle it end to end, floor to
ceiling. 



THREEGREAT
BALLOON DECOR SOLUTIONS 

That changes the entire look of any arena

And get all the fans, competitors and their families psyched
about a big important day

Our goal with decorating the arena's Main Halls for sporting events is to show the competitors

that this entire event is for them. We want them to feel important on such a big day while also

involving their fans and family in the excitement. 

 

This day matters and everyone will notice something special is going on.

Our expertise and unique solution includes ceiling treatment. We are always super mindful of

safety and viewing angles so that everyone will be able to enjoy the main event - the

competition.

 

And as always, you can expect full color customization from balloon decor, making this an

efficient and cost effective solution that is also eco friendly and biodegradable.

 

The Main Hall



The winners of each competition deserve winning pictures.

The competitors worked so hard to get to this moment. Let’s honor their investment into this 

sport and their achievement by allowing them to capture the moment with a picture that 

actually looks great. We decorate this area with a combination of balloon columns, balloon 

walls or even the latest craze in the balloon world - balloon organics. 

Fans, families and athletes will looooooove the photo area, after we put our spin on it. We 

make sure that they know this place is for taking pictures together. When you see the color and

vibe that our photo frames, photo backgrounds and photo area decor creates, you will want to

take a picture too! And by making it fun and energetic, we help people feel good, even if they

didn’t win first place in the competition. After all, sport is not just about winning, it's also 

about participating and challenging yourself to grow

The Awards Area

Photo Area



Customers



Main Halls



Awards Area



Amazing Entrance



Growing up in sports and balloons has taught me so much about

planning the perfect decor for huge arenas and sporting events. We love

the competition with ourselve to always improve and learn new

techniques. We also understand how important this day is for each fan,

competitor, and event planners.

 

If you liked our balloons, you will LOVE seeing our full portfolio.

To schedule a meeting, contact us now

halley@carolinaballoons.com

336-566-7612

Halley Blankenship 

Let's TALK!


